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ABSTRACT 
As the popularity of Software Defined Networking and open Flow increases, automatic configuration of 

paired devices approach is being more effective than manual configuration. 

SDN is Open Programmable. Main aspects are- traffic engineering, security, Quality of Service (QoS), 

Routing, Switching, virtualization, monitoring, load balancing. 

At the core of SDN creating an environment flexible and to increase the speed of the software. The ability 

of a developer is to move and customize the Operating System as per their needs. Automatic configuration of network 

management deals actively with the infrastructure and has a direct impact with the logic. The proposed framework 

is designed and managed by DIFANE – that keeps all movement in the information plane by specifically coordinating 

bundles through middle switches that store the essential tenets. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

SDN stands for Software defined network. SDN is equipped with logically centralized controller with a 

global view of Network. SDN brings the centralized approach of network configuration as opposed to distributed 

management. Controller takes decision on traffic forwarding in a logically way. Computer systems are dynamic and 

complex; obviously, therefore, arranging and overseeing them keeps on being testing. These systems normally 

contain an extensive number of switches, switches (routers), firewalls, and various sorts of middle boxes with many 

sorts of occasions happening all the while. Organize administrators are in charge of designing the system to 

implement different abnormal state approaches, and to react to the extensive variety of system occasions (e.g. activity 

shifts, interruptions) that may happen. Network configuration remains unimaginably troublesome in light of the fact 

that actualizing these abnormal state arrangements requires determining them regarding disseminated low-level 

design. Today’s networks provide little or no mechanism for automatically responding to the wide range of events 

that may occur. Today, organize administrators must actualize progressively modern approaches and complex 

errands with a restricted and exceptionally obliged set of low-level gadget arrangement summons in an order line 

interface (CLI) environment. Not exclusively are system arrangements low-level, they are additionally not very much 

prepared to respond to ceaselessly changing system conditions. Cutting edge arranges setup strategies can actualize 

a system approach that arrangements with a solitary preview of the system state. Nonetheless, arrange state changes 

consistently, and administrators should physically alter organize design because of changing system conditions. Due 

to this limitation, operators use external tools, or even build ad hoc scripts to dynamically reconfigure network 

devices when events occur. As a result, configuration changes are frequent and unwieldy, leading to frequent 

misconfiguration. Network operators need better ways to configure and manage their networks. Unfortunately, 

today's systems commonly include coordination and interconnection of numerous restrictive, vertically incorporated 

gadgets. This vertical mix makes it amazingly troublesome for administrators to determine abnormal state organizes 

wide approaches utilizing current advances. Development in system administration has in this manner been 

constrained to stop-crevice methods and measures, for example, instruments that investigate low-level arrangement 

to identify mistakes or generally react to network events. Proprietary software and closed development in network 

gadgets by a modest bunch of sellers make it amazingly hard to present and send new conventions. Incremental 

"upgrades" to design strategies and summons are by and large directed singularly by merchants. In the interim, 

administrators' prerequisites for more usefulness and progressively complex system approaches continue to expand. 

 
Figure.1. Concept of SDN 

Literature Review: In 2015 Shantanu Kehire, proposed Distributed Database Approach for Reconfiguration in 

Software Defined Networks. As SDN is derived by automatic configuration that's why it is too complex. SDN is 
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handled by a single terminal. So managing the whole networking infrastructure is quite complex. Authors proposed 

the solution as to distribute the control of SDN over different parts to manage network configuration. They proposed 

Distributed SDN that reduces the complexity when compared to a centralized approach. Database required for 

different locations and at the master location. The components thus make the system consistent and allow any type 

of SDN controller to be compatible with the system. They showed horizontal fragmentation which can be used to 

achieve the system. Actually a decentralized way to recognize SDN has been proposed to tackle the problems of 

centralized systems. 

In 2013, Hyojoon kim & Nick Feamster, in Improving network management with Software Defined 

Networking Identify problems on current state-of-the-art network configuration & management mechanism using 

Procera-framework for event-driven network policies. Uses a high level functional programming Interface. 

In 2013, Mehmet Ulema, suggested a proposal for setting up an SDN to facilitate professional and academia 

exchange of SDN related ideas. They proposed about financial and schedule standards. Authors proposed that there 

is a need to broaden the vision of SDN to cover all segments of a network and to get all types of technologies like 

optical, wireless etc.  

In 2010, Minlan YU, in Scalable Flow-Based Networking with DIFANE proposed Policy based approach 

DIFANE can be readily implemented with commodity switch hardware, since all data plane functions can be 

expressed in terms of wildcard rules. Future works involves clean state deployment with future switches, deployment 

of authority switches. 

In 2014, Kyoung Hee Lee in Mobility management framework in software defined networking describes 

while going through the heterogeneous networks, the difference between this network and real network is that the 

updation in any of the network device like routers, hubs, control servers get affected. This type of problem is solved 

by the mobility management in SDN. As SDN decouples the control plane and then works data forwarding function. 

Enable the control plane to be directly programmable in a centralized manner. Authors addresses PMIV6, IP mobility 

management for efficiently utilizing the features and advantages of SDN. MIPV6 is based on the Route Flow 

approach so that all functions of LMA and MAG s are implemented in VMs of the Route Flow server in the control 

domain. 

In 2014, Ying-Dar Lin, in Software Defined Networking: Standardization for cloud computing’s second 

wave describes as cloud computing’s second wave begins to transform the networking industry, a snapshot of 

developments in SDN standardization suggest how its components – devices, controllers, applications, service 

chains, network function virtualization, and interfaces – are maturing. Authors compare the market and the 

standardization in the point of SDN view. 

In 2016, Adrian Lara and Byrav Ramamurthy, in Open Sec: Approach based security utilizing Software 

Defined Networking Proposes Open Sec, an open Flow based security structure that permits a system security 

administrator to make and execute security arrangements written in comprehensible dialect characterizes which 

security strategy must be connected to that stream profound parcel examination, interruption discovery, spam 

location etc. 

 In 2014, Wolfgang Braun and Michael Menth, in Software-Defined Networking using Open-Flow: 

Conventions, Applications and Architectural Design Choices This paper is about the clarification of Software 

Defined Networking, where the layers are there and southbound interface might be actualized by the Open Flow 

convention. Creators abridge engineering plan decisions of SDN utilizing Open Flow and their execution 

suggestions. For improving network management and operation, enterprise networks and middle box routing, 

security issues and inter-domain. Actually authors described the design choices of SDN architecture whether it can 

be physically or logically centralized. Many control band also can be used routing flow tables are also configured. 

The advantages and disadvantages of these approaches are discussed. 

In 2014, Manar Jammala, in Software Defined Networking: State of the Art an Research Challenges specifies 

the invent of Cloud computing has forcefully changed lots of ecosystem and business paradigms have been changes 

and main thing is that the old infrastructure and network management is totally replaced with the real time 

performance booster and high availability requirements that cloud computing provides. The cloud model that is used 

under SDN is Network Function Virtualization (NVF). With the help of cloud concept new functions are deployed 

under the open and standardized IT environment, SDN aims to transform the way networks function. Authors 

describes the benefit of using SDN in a multimedia of environments such as data centres, data centre networks, 

network as service offerings. 

Related Work: From the evolution of non-programmable network management to programmable is being focused 

as the Software defined Networking is defined as the new idea of network management. Manual configuration of 

network is being replaced by the automatic approach. SDN is a software based network aware controller that handles 

the configuration of all the networking devices. Network management lacks on some problematic issues- changes in 

network conditions and state, suspicious control and task management over high level language. That means 

changing the network management with the matching of low level language. To compensate the lack of scalability 
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and performance, an intelligent network management is required. SDN lacks in inherent delay due to control domains 

traffic flow, authentication status, time, data management. Absolute policies required to control the network devices 

to forward, drop, measure traffic. DIFANE is introduced, for keeping traffic in data plane by directing packets 

through intermediate switches that store the necessary rules. Rules are partitioned according to the devices and then 

mapping is done.  

2. CONCLUSION 

This paper is a survey on the design issues for SDN, the difficulties in implementation and the various 

applications which are being designed for SDN. The most recent developments in the networking domain, for 

example cloud, multimedia, mobile, and big data are demanding for more dynamic management from service 

providers, more convenient Internet access and more bandwidth from users as well. Thus, this new emerging 

architecture of SDN is considered as one of the most promising solutions to meet these demands. After conducting 

a detailed survey on SDN, the concept of SDN along with its definitions have been presented along with its benefits 

in offering better configuration and improved performance over the traditional architecture. Moreover, brief 

information of some of the recent SDN applications and technologies has been provided after conducting this survey. 

The various tools that are required to build the tested and controllers that can be used for SDN have been successfully 

listed out. 
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